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Viewpoint

Carbon nanotubes help pairs survive a breakup
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A new experiment shows that entangled electron pairs can be spatially split into different arms of a carbon
nanotube. Is a nanotube quantum teleporter on the horizon?
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Can measurement of one quantum system instanta-
neously affect the measurement outcome of another,
even if the systems are spatially separated? This ques-
tion has never been clearly answered for solid-state ma-
terials. Now, a new experiment by L. G. Herrmann in
France, working with colleagues in France, Spain, and
Germany, published in Physical Review Letters[1] demon-
strates that electrons entangled in a superconducting
Cooper pair can be spatially separated into different
arms of a carbon nanotube, a material thought favorable
for the efficient injection and transport of split, entan-
gled pairs. This work may help pave the way for tests of
nonlocal effects in solid-state systems, as well as appli-
cations such as quantum teleportation and ultrasecure
communication.

The question of nonlocal quantum mechanics
plagued physicists for decades, as it seemed to violate
the rule of special relativity that information cannot
travel faster than the speed of light. In fact, in 1935,
Albert Einstein, in collaboration with Boris Podol-
sky and Nathan Rosen, hoped to disprove nonlocal
quantum mechanics by publishing a famous thought
experiment describing what is now called “the EPR
paradox” [2]. In a simple example of this paradox,
two particles, A and B, are entangled in a spin singlet,
| ψAB〉= 1/

√
2[|↑〉A |↓〉B− |↓〉A |↑〉B], where |↑〉 and

|↓〉 refer to spin up and spin down, respectively. If the
singlet is separated into two noninteracting particles,
any subsequent measurement of the spin of particle A
(e.g., found to be up spin) should immediately identify
the state of particle B (e.g., required to be down spin).
Later, John Bell derived a set of inequalities based on
correlations between measurements of particles A and
B, and showed that breaking these inequalities would
prove quantum nonlocality [3].

The EPR paradox was finally resolved experimentally
in the early 1980s, when violations of Bell’s inequal-

ities were verified via polarization-entangled photons
[4]; nonlocality has more recently been verified in sys-
tems such as ions in optical traps [5] and atom/photon
hybrids [6]. However, despite recent advances in the
manipulation of entangled electron states [7], Bell’s in-
equalities have not yet been tested in solid-state sys-
tems. Besides the fundamental importance of verify-
ing Bell’s inequalities in materials, spatially separated
entangled states could potentially form the basis of ad-
vanced technologies such as quantum cryptography,
teleportation, or information processing, all of which
could be integrated with existing solid-state technology
and infrastructure.

In the experiment by Herrmann et al., the entangled
electrons are formed naturally in an s-wave supercon-
ductor, which consists of spin singlets (Cooper pairs)
correlated over the superconducting coherence length.
Superconductors have been previously proposed and
experimentally verified as an excellent source of EPR
pairs [8–11]. Typical charge transfer between a su-
perconductor and a normal metal occurs via a process
called “Andreev reflection,” where two electrons in the
normal metal pair up to enter the superconductor, and a
hole is reflected at the interface to conserve energy (see
Fig.1, panel a). In the case of nonlocal transport, also
termed “crossed Andreev reflection” (CAR), the incom-
ing electron enters from one normal metal wire, and the
hole is reflected in a different, spatially separated wire;
this process is equivalent to electrons of a superconduct-
ing singlet splitting into two different wires (Fig.1, panel
b).

Evidence of CAR was previously demonstrated in
groundbreaking experiments that used superconduct-
ing pairs injected into two normal metal [11] or fer-
romagnetic [10] wires. However, these measurements
were complicated by the difficulty of distinguishing be-
tween contributions from CAR and contributions from
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FIG. 1: (a) Andreev reflection, where an electron in a normal
metal is reflected as a hole, and a pair is transmitted to a su-
perconductor. (b)–(d) Tunneling processes between a super-
conductor and two normal metal arms that are separated by
less than the superconducting coherence length: (b) Electrons
from a superconducting pair tunnel into different arms (equiv-
alent to crossed Andreev reflection), demonstrating nonlocal
entanglement; (c) pair transport into a single arm; (d) elastic
co-tunneling. Tunneling into quantum dots can suppress pro-
cesses (c) and (d).

pairs tunneling into a single arm (Fig.1, panel c) or from
electrons bypassing Andreev reflection and directly tun-
neling between arms (elastic co-tunneling, see Fig.1,
panel d). In addition, CAR signals can be obscured by
nonequilibrium effects due to the injection of quasipar-
ticles into the superconductor [12]. A more ideal case
in which to test EPR pairs would be if the pair split-
ting were preferentially enhanced over these other pro-
cesses. In particular, strong electron interactions—such
as Coulomb charging in a quantum dot [8] or correlated
states in a one-dimensional wire (e.g., a Luttinger liquid)
[9]—could enhance single-particle tunneling over pair
tunneling in superconductor-normal injection, thereby
enhancing the CAR signal in a split-wire configuration.

Herrmann et al. measure tunneling from a supercon-
ductor into two separated quantum dots formed on a
carbon nanotube. Quantum dots are isolated puddles of
charges where a capacitive charging energy as well as a
“particle-in-a-box” quantization energy are required to
add additional charges from the leads. Thus simultane-
ous tunneling of multiple charges into a quantum dot
is strongly suppressed. Using this configuration, Her-
mann et al. observe a strong CAR contribution to the
conductance between the superconductor and each of
the quantum dots. The conductance is measured at the
point of resonance between the dots (where their energy
levels line up, so simultaneous tunneling into each dot
is enhanced) and then compared to calculations for the
superconductor/double-quantum-dot system to extract
CAR contributions of up to 55%. In addition, the asym-
metry in tunneling between the superconductor and the
left or right dot is shown to be consistent with what is
expected for a large CAR contribution.

This work is similar to very recent experiments by

Hofstetter et al.[13], which also demonstrated enhanced
CAR via tunneling from a superconductor into quan-
tum dots; in this case the dots were formed on semi-
conducting nanowires. However, the experiment on
carbon nanotubes not only substantiates the work on
nanowires, but also may have significant material ad-
vantages. For example, strong electron interactions in
the effectively one-dimensional nanotubes are predicted
to further enhance pair-splitting processes [9]. Pair split-
ting is also enhanced by the large quantized energy level
spacings in carbon nanotube quantum dots, an effect of
their tiny diameters. In addition, metallic carbon nan-
otubes are predicted to exhibit ballistic transport and
long spin-flip scattering lengths, both relevant to the co-
herent transport of EPR pairs.

The work by Herrmann et al. is important in that
it demonstrates that CAR is likely occurring in carbon
nanotube quantum dot systems. It sets the stage for
future work, in which ideally an experimental param-
eter can be tuned to separate CAR signals from those of
the other tunneling processes. This could be achieved
by modifying the gate voltages [13] or various interface
transparencies [14], for example. It would also be valu-
able to clarify the role of the double-dot resonance, as
the work on nanowires, in agreement with some the-
ories [8], demonstrated that the relative value of the
nonlocal signal was diminished at resonance, likely be-
cause the electron number on each dot was not well de-
fined. Finally, a test of Bell’s inequalities requires not
just the creation of EPR pairs, but the transport and mea-
surement of them [15]. These measurements entail (1)
determining the spin of the electrons in each arm, via
spin filters such as polarized ferromagnets, and (2) per-
forming time-resolved spin correlation measurements
on currents between the superconductor and each dot.
The latter task is quite difficult, due to the large num-
bers of charge carriers in solid-state systems. A some-
what simpler intermediate step would be to determine
noise correlations for transport between the supercon-
ducting interface and each quantum dot; correlated sig-
nals in this case would be strong evidence of nonlocality
[15, 16].

Tests of nonlocality in a solid-state system would be
a major breakthrough, enabling not only a greater un-
derstanding of entanglement in materials, but also the
possibility of using separated entangled states for appli-
cations. The observation of enhanced nonlocal transport
in carbon nanotubes, a material uniquely favorable for
the injection and transport of split, entangled charges,
offers an exciting new possibility for the study and use
of nonlocality.
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